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Abstract
The dorsal, parietal visual stream is activated when seeing objects, but the exact nature of parietal object representations is
still under discussion. Here we test 2 specific hypotheses. First, parietal cortex is biased to host some representations more
than others, with a different bias compared with ventral areas. A prime example would be object action representations.
Second, parietal cortex forms a general multiple-demand network with frontal areas, showing similar task effects and
representational content compared with frontal areas. To differentiate between these hypotheses, we implemented a
human neuroimaging study with a stimulus set that dissociates associated object action from object category while
manipulating task context to be either action- or category-related. Representations in parietal as well as prefrontal areas
represented task-relevant object properties (action representations in the action task), with no sign of the irrelevant object
property (category representations in the action task). In contrast, irrelevant object properties were represented in ventral
areas. These findings emphasize that human parietal cortex does not preferentially represent particular object properties
irrespective of task, but together with frontal areas is part of a multiple-demand and content-rich cortical network
representing task-relevant object properties.
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Introduction
Viewing objects activates areas in parietal cortex (Chao and
Martin 2000; Konen and Kastner, 2008b; Freedman and Assad
2016; Jeong and Xu 2016), yet it is unclear what the exact function
is of these activations in relationship to co-activated areas in
ventral visual areas and frontal cortex (Chao and Martin 2000;
Freedman et al. 2001, 2003; Konen and Kastner 2008a, 2008b). It
already stands beyond doubt that object representations in
human parietal cortex can be very rich in content (Freud et al.
2016). Earlier findings already reported view-, position-, and size-
invariant object representations in parietal areas (Sereno and

Maunsell 1998). More recent studies provided an important exten-
sion to this earlier work by demonstrating through representa-
tional similarity analyses that parietal areas represent not just
simple object features (Konen and Kastner 2008a, 2008b) or cat-
egory boundaries (Freedman and Assad 2006), but even highly
abstract object information such as face identity (Jeong and Xu
2016). Some of these findings are very reminiscent of what
researchers would expect to find in ventral visual cortex (e.g., for
face identity; Kriegeskorte et al. 2007; Nestor et al. 2011; Anzellotti
et al. 2014) or in prefrontal cortex (Freedman et al. 2001, 2003).
In what respects can we differentiate the properties and the
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functions of the representations in parietal cortex from represen-
tations in the ventral visual stream and in frontal cortex?

The classic story is that the visual system is composed of a
ventral occipitotemporal stream for object vision (Mishkin and
Ungerleider 1982) and a dorsal occipitoparietal stream involved in
perception for action (Milner and Goodale 1995), with both
streams feeding into frontal cortex (Felleman and Van Essen
1991). Along the years, researchers have derived more specific
hypotheses that are generally in line with this classic story, but
that tend to make different predictions. A first hypothesis is that
representations in the 2 visual streams should have a different
content because some object properties are more relevant for
object “what” vision and other properties are more relevant for
action “where” perception. With this hypothesis as a background,
it is understandable why researchers early on searched for iden-
tity coding in ventral areas and for position coding in dorsal areas
(Haxby et al. 1991; Freiwald and Tsao 2010); why more recently
Freedman et al. focused upon inferior temporal cortex for the cat-
egorization of dogs/cats (Freedman et al. 2003) and upon parietal
cortex for the categorization of motion (Freedman and Assad
2006); and why it makes sense that objects tend to cluster along
the animate/inanimate distinction in ventral cortex, and the
action/nonaction distinction in parietal cortex (Bracci and Op de
Beeck 2016). The finding of abstract face identity information by
Jeong and Xu (2016) is a challenge to this hypothesis. However,
the fact that it can represent such information under some task
conditions does not exclude the possibility that parietal cortex
would at least be biased toward representing some object proper-
ties more than other depending on their relevance for action.

A second hypothesis considers parietal areas to be part of a
multiple-demand frontoparietal network (Duncan 2001;
Duncan 2010; Woolgar et al. 2015), partially overlapping with
well-known attention networks (Corbetta et al. 2000; Duncan
2001; Corbetta and Shulman 2002). These areas are recruited
whenever subjects perform a relatively challenging task involv-
ing objects (or other stimuli). According to this hypothesis, we
expect highly task-dependent representations in parietal cor-
tex, high similarity between representations in parietal cortex
and frontal cortex, and less similarity with representations in
ventral cortex. Available evidence is in broad agreement to this
view: dorsal stream areas represent learned category boundar-
ies and dynamically switch representations depending on task
relevance (Freedman et al. 2001; Freedman and Assad 2006;
McKee et al. 2014; Erez and Duncan 2015), whereas information
encoded within the ventral pathway largely reflects the stimu-
lus’ perceptual properties (Freedman and Assad 2006; Harel
et al. 2014; McKee et al. 2014). In contrast to the first hypothesis,
we do not expect much bias to intrinsically favor some object
properties more than other. Nor do we expect any representa-
tion of task-irrelevant information, even not when it might
often be useful for object-related action in other task contexts.

In the current literature, evidence for both views coexists but
up to now no study has directly tested these 2 hypotheses against
each other. This is what we do in the present human functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study. A stimulus set designed
to dissociate object category from object action information was
tested in 2 task contexts: 1) the category task targeted categorical
relationship among objects shown to be represented in the ventral
pathway, and 2) the action task targeted object hand-action/hand-
manipulation information typically associated with dorsal stream
areas. Behavioral action and category similarity judgments were
used to predict representational content across parietal, pre-
frontal, and occipitotemporal areas. The aforementioned hypoth-
eses both predict task modulations in parietal cortex, but they

differ in terms of the absoluteness of these task modulations and
in terms of the relative similarity between occipitotemporal, par-
ietal, and frontal areas. According to the first hypothesis, we
expect parietal areas to preferentially encode object action infor-
mation, and occipitotemporal areas to represent object category
information, at least partially independent of task context. In add-
ition, frontal areas might switch their representational space to a
more ventral-stream-like or amore dorsal-stream-like representa-
tion depending on the task context. Conversely, the second
hypothesis predicts dynamic changes in parietal and prefrontal
representational content, with close to no representation of irrele-
vant object properties even when they are action-related. In add-
ition, prefrontal areas would always be highly similar to parietal
areas in terms of representational content. Our findings seem to
alignmore with the second set of predictions.

Materials and Methods
Participants

Eighteen right-handed participants (18 females; mean age, 26
years) took part to the fMRI experiment. All participants gave
informed consent following the procedures approved by the
ethics committee of the KU Leuven. Two participants were
excluded due to technical problems during data collection. Due
to excessive head motion one run (out of 16) was excluded
from analysis in 3 participants. All decisions about participant
and run exclusion were taken prior or during preprocessing,
thus before estimating the general linear models (GLMs).

Experimental Design

The whole study comprised a behavioral and an fMRI experi-
ment. The study was divided in 2 separate sessions. A max-
imum period of 7 days was allowed between the first and the
second session. Each session started with a behavioral experi-
ment, followed by the fMRI experiment. The fMRI experimental
design comprised a main experiment and 2 independent func-
tional localizers.

Behavioral Experiment
Before each fMRI session, outside the scanner, participants per-
formed similarity judgments (Kriegeskorte and Mur 2012) for the
action- and category-related tasks. Each participant rated all 28
images used in the functional neuroimaging study. All images
were simultaneously rated on a screen within a circle arena fol-
lowing the procedure of Kriegeskorte and Mur (2012), thus allowing
measuring multiple similarity judgments in a single arrangement.
For category-related judgments, participants were asked to “arrange
the objects according to their semantic similarity.” We know from
our earlier work that the similarity according to such ratings is
dominated by the category relationships among stimuli (Bracci
and Op de Beeck 2016), which is why we refer to this task as the
behavioral “category” task throughout the manuscript. For action-
related judgments, participants were asked to “arrange the objects
according to object hand action/manipulation similarities.” For
each task dimension (category or action), results are averaged
across participants and sessions, and summarized in Fig. 1C by
means of cluster analysis.

fMRI Experiment
Participants were presented with 28 grayscale images (400 × 400
pixels) of everyday man-made objects (Fig. 1A) in an event-
related design fMRI experiment divided in 2 separate sessions.
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Each session included 8 experimental runs (16 in total), each last-
ing 7min and 52 s. Within each run 4 fully randomized sequences
of 28 image trials and 9 fixation trials were presented. Each trial
was presented for 1500ms, followed by a fixation screen for
1500ms. Each run started and ended with 14 s of fixation.
Counterbalanced across runs, participants performed 2 different
tasks while maintaining fixation. In half of the runs participants
judged object hand action/manipulation similarities, whereas in
the remaining half they judged object semantic similarities
through a 1-back similarity rating. More specifically, after each
trial (during fixation) participants had to judge similarities
between the current image and the one presented in the previous
trial by pressing a response button (adopting a 4 responses scale
ranging from “very similar” to “very different”) using their right
and left, middle and index finger. The fingers associated with
each response were counterbalanced across runs.

It is worth noting that the representation of stimulus N dur-
ing initial perception cannot be dissociated from the short-
term memory representation of the same stimulus N (1.5 s
later) during the ISI. Thus, the term “representational content”
refers to the content of representations integrated across all
processes that involve a representation of the stimulus that is
independent of the preceding stimulus.

Category Localizer
Six categories of objects were included in a block-design fMRI
localizer: animates (human and animal bodies), hands, tools,
objects, places, and scrambled images. Each condition con-
sisted of 18 grayscale images (400 × 400 pixels) on a white back-
ground. In total, 4 visual localizer runs (2 runs for each session)
were included in the study, each lasting 5min and 36 s. Within
each run a fully randomized sequence of 6 category blocks
(each repeated 5 times) interleaved with a fixation block lasting
16 s was presented. At the beginning and at the end of each run
an additional fixation block was presented for 16 s. Within each
category block, a fully randomized sequence of 10 (out of 18)

images was presented successively at the center of the screen.
Each image was presented for 400ms with a blank interstimu-
lus interval (ISI) of 400ms (block duration: 8 s). Participants per-
formed a 1-back repetition detection task by pressing a button
with their right index finger any time the same picture was pre-
sented 2 times in succession. In each block, 1 or 2 repetitions
were presented.

Motor Localizer
To localize the hand motor region in primary motor cortex we
included a block-design fMRI motor localizer comprising 2 con-
ditions: hand movements and foot movements. Each condition
consisted of 2 different movements (circular, horizontal) in
2 directions (left, right). Within a single run, lasting 5min
and 50 s, a randomized sequence of 2 condition blocks (each
repeated 6 times) interleaved with a fixation block lasting 18 s
was presented. At the beginning and at the end of the run an
additional fixation block was presented for 14 s. Each category
block, started with 2 s cue indicating the effector to be used to
perform movements (hand or foot). Subsequently, a sequence
of 8 trials showing a white arrow on a black background indi-
cated the direction and type of movement to be performed.
Cues were presented at the center of the screen for 1 s followed
by a fixation cross for 1 s. Participants were asked to perform
the movement indicated by the visual cue while fixating the
central cross.

Imaging Parameters and Apparatus

Data collection was performed on a 3 T Philips scanner with a
32-channel coil at the Department of Radiology of the
University Hospitals Leuven. MRI volumes were collected using
echo planar T2*-weighted scans. Acquisition parameters were
as follows: repetition time of 2 s, echo time of 30ms, flip angle
of 90°, field of view of 216mm, and matrix size of 72 × 72. Each
volume comprised 37 axial slices (covering the whole brain)

Figure 1. Experimental stimuli and behavioral results. (A) Of the note, 28 objects used for behavioral similarity judgments and for the event-related fMRI study. (B)
Individual-participant ROIs are shown for the left hemisphere of one representative participant of the inflated human brain template with the BrainNet viewer (Xia
et al. 2013). IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; SPL, superior parietal lobe; DPFC, dorsal prefrontal cortex; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; LOTC, lateral
occipitotemporal cortex; VOTC, ventral occipitotemporal cortex; M1, primary motor cortex. (C) Based on behavioral similarity judgment (distance between objects
arranged on a screen) hierarchical cluster analysis (nearest distance) was performed, averaged across participants and visualized as dendrograms.
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with 3mm thickness and no gap. The T1-weighted anatomical
images were acquired with an MP-RAGE sequence, with 1 × 1 ×
1mm resolution.

The stimuli presentation was controlled by a PC running the
Psychophysics Toolbox package (Brainard 1997) in MATLAB.
Pictures were projected onto a screen and were viewed through
a mirror mounted on the head coil.

fMRI Preprocessing

Imaging data were preprocessed and analyzed with the
Statistical Parametrical Mapping software package (SPM 8,
Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology) and MATLAB.
Before statistical analysis, functional images underwent the
following preprocessing steps: slice timing correction, spatial
realignment (to the first image) to adjust for individual head
motion, co-registration of functional and anatomical images,
segmentation and spatial normalization to an MNI (Montreal
Neurological Institute) template. Functional images were
resampled to a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3mm and spatially
smoothed by convolution of a Gaussian kernel of 4mm full-
width at half-maximum (Op de Beeck 2010). We modeled the
preprocessed signal for each voxel, for each participant and for
each of the 28 images using a GLM. For each subject, we esti-
mated 2 independent GLMs, one for each task. The GLMs
included regressors for each condition of interest (28 condi-
tions) and the 6 motion correction parameters (x, y, z for trans-
lation and for rotation). Each predictor’s time course was
modeled for 3 s (stimulus presentation + fixation) by a boxcar
function convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response
function in SPM.

Regions of Interest

Regions of interest (ROIs) were defined in each individual par-
ticipant throughout, parietal, prefrontal, and occipitotemporal
cortices by means of an independent category localizer and the
anatomical WFU PickAtlas Toolbox (Wake Forrest University
PickAtlas, http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/cms/software). In parietal
cortex, SPL and IPL were defined selecting all visually active
voxels (all categories > baseline) restricted to anatomical mask-
ing by Brodmann area BA-5/7 and BA-40, respectively. A more
conservative contrast of hand and tool versus objects served to
define IPS (Bracci et al. 2016). In prefrontal cortex, DPFC, and
IFG were defined selecting all visually active voxels (all categor-
ies > baseline) within the anatomical masks BA46 and BA44-45,
respectively. Object-selective voxels were defined contrasting
objects versus scrambled images in lateral and ventral occipito-
temporal cortex (LOTC-object and VOTC-objects, respectively).
In addition a region that has been shown to respond to both
hands and tools was defined in lateral occipitotemporal cortex
(LOTC-hands/tools; Bracci et al. 2012) contrasting hands and
tools versus objects. Finally, the hand motor region in primary
motor cortex (M1-hand), restricted to the anatomical mask BA4,
was defined with the contrast of hand movements versus foot
movements. These ROIs cover a large range of ventral (occipito-
temporal) and dorsal (frontoparietal) brain areas; their localiza-
tion was decided based on relevant literature and prior to
performing any statistical analysis on the experimental data.
Figure 1B shows all ROIs in one representative participant.

Following the same procedure used in Bracci and Op de
Beeck (2016), ROIs included all spatially contiguous voxels that
exceeded the statistical uncorrected threshold P < 0.001. When
less than 20 active voxels were found at this threshold, a more

liberal threshold of P < 0.01 was applied. Only ROIs with at least
20 active voxels were included in an individual subject. To
ensure that all ROIs were anatomically independent from each
other a hierarchical voxel inclusion criterion was applied which
reflected the hierarchy in functional criteria. For example, if a
subset of object-selective voxels were also selective for hands,
object-selective voxels were defined after excluding hand-
selective voxels (those voxels where the response to hands was
significantly higher than objects).

As ROI exclusion criterion we compared within-condition
correlations (diagonal cells) with the average of between-
condition correlations (off-diagonal cells) to test whether in
each ROI the response pattern conveyed information about
stimulus identity. For this analysis, the matrices of the 2 tasks/
GLMs were averaged. Pairwise t-tests across participants
revealed significant reliability of response patterns for each ROI
(P < 0.05). Based on this criterion, all pre-defined ROIs were
included in all subsequent analyses.

fMRI Statistical Analysis

For each voxel within a given ROI, parameter estimates for
each task and condition (relative to baseline) were extracted for
each participant and each run and normalized by subtracting
the mean response across all conditions. Typically, ROIs
showed a similar mean response in the 2 task conditions: in all
ROIs overall mean activity did not differ across tasks (P > 0.003,
corrected for multiple comparisons). We therefore applied
multivariate analyses to investigate whether ROI’s fine-grained
pattern activity changes under different task conditions. For
each task, the full data set was divided 100 times into 2 random
subsets of runs (set-1 and set-2) and the voxel response pat-
terns for each object pair were correlated across these inde-
pendent data sets. Correlations were averaged across the 100
iterations, thus resulting in an asymmetric 28 × 28 correlation
matrix for each task, participant and ROI. For each correlation
matrix, cells above and below the diagonal were averaged and
only the upper triangle of the resulting symmetric matrix was
used in the subsequent analyses. Correlation matrices were
converted into dissimilarities matrices (1 minus correlation)
and used as neural input for the RSA analysis (Kriegeskorte
et al. 2008). As before (Op de Beeck et al. 2008), behavioral dis-
similarity matrices for each model were correlated with the
neural dissimilarity matrix of each ROI. Resulting correlations
were Fisher transformed {0.5*log[(1 + r)/(1 − r)]} and tested with
ANOVAs and pairwise t-tests.

To take into account the noise in the data, for each ROI we
computed an estimate of the reliability of the data, which pro-
vides an indication of the maximum correlations we can expect
given the signal to noise ratio of the data (Op de Beeck et al.
2008). For each subject and each ROI, the 28 × 28 correlation
matrix was correlated with the averaged correlation matrix of
the remaining participants. Values were averaged across parti-
cipants. The resulting correlation values capture noise inherent
to a single subject as well as noise caused by intersubject
variability. This measure of reliability gives an estimate of the
correlations we can expect in each ROI when correlating behav-
ioral dissimilarity (e.g., action model) and neural dissimilarity
(e.g., activation pattern in each ROI). Note however, that a reli-
ability measure that focuses on between subject correlations
might—in certain cases—underestimate the highest correlation
expected. We should also note that reliability values reported
in Figs 2 and 5 represent the averaged value across participants.
Thus, variability across participants that to a certain extent
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might account for this discrepancy is not shown. Said other-
wise, the reliability values are also an estimate with a confi-
dence interval around it.

Multidimensional Scaling and Hierarchical Cluster
Analysis

We employed multidimensional scaling (MDS) to visualize
second level neural similarity structure across all ROIs for the
action and semantic task. Metric MDS was performed using
Matlab function “mdscale” normalized with the sum of squares
of the dissimilarities. The hierarchical cluster, performed using
the Matlab function “linkage” using the nearest distance
default method, was used to visualize similarity structures
derived from the behavioral tasks.

Results
We designed a stimulus set in which the semantic category of
objects was dissociated from the action associated with each
object (Fig. 1A). To measure the subjective perception of the
fine-grained relationship among object category and action
properties, participants provided similarity judgments on all
images (Fig. 1A) by arranging objects on a screen (Kriegeskorte
and Mur 2012). Resulting dissimilarities (1 minus correlation)
describe the subjectively perceived representational structure

of object category and action properties (see Materials and
Methods). In this stimulus set, category- and action-related
properties were unrelated at the behavioral level (r = 0.10,
P > 0.05). This is further illustrated by the clearly separated
clusters, which emerged in both the category and the action
task (Fig. 1C). In the category task, participants grouped
together objects based on their fine-grained category-related
relationships: utensils such as the food blender or the juicer
were grouped together but separate from tools (e.g., screw-
driver and drill). Conversely, in the action task, participants
grouped together objects depending on their hand action/
manipulation similarities during object use: objects such as the
screwdriver or the juicer, which require a similar rotating
movement, were grouped together but separate from the food
blender and the drill which both require to hold the object with
a power grip while using the index finger to press a button.

Brain activity for all stimuli was measured in an event-
related fMRI design while subjects performed a 1-back similar-
ity judgment task with similar instructions as in the behavioral
sessions. In half of the runs participants judged category-
related similarities, in the remaining half participants judged
object action similarities (see Materials and Methods). Using
data from independent localizers, individual ROIs were loca-
lized a priori by a combination of functionally and anatomically
criteria (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 1B), including
regions in parietal cortex (intraparietal sulcus, IPS; superior

Figure 2. Representational similarity analysis (RSA) in parietal, prefrontal, and occipitotemporal areas. The ROI RSA results are shown for the category model (light
blue) and the action model (dark blue) in the category task (top) and the action task (bottom). Findings are shown for (A) parietal, (B) prefrontal, (C) occipitotemporal
areas, and (D) primary motor cortex. For each ROI, the gray-shaded background bar represents the reliability of the correlational patterns (see Materials and Methods),
which provides an estimate of the highest correlation we can expect in a given ROI when correlating behavioral dissimilarity (e.g., category model) and neural dis-
similarity (e.g., activation pattern). Error bars indicate SEM. IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; SPL, superior parietal lobe; DPFC, dorsal prefrontal cor-
tex; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; LOTC, lateral occipitotemporal cortex; VOTC, ventral occipitotemporal cortex; M1, primary motor cortex. Asterisks indicate significance
level (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05) for the category (light blue) and action (dark blue) model relative to baseline. The absence of asterisks implies that correlations
do not differ from baseline.
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parietal lobe, SPL; and inferior parietal lobe, IPL), prefrontal cor-
tex (dorsal prefrontal cortex, DPFC and inferior frontal gyrus, IFG)
and VOTC and LOTC (object- and hand/tool-selective OTC).

To investigate changes in object representations as a conse-
quence of task we used multivoxel pattern analysis (Norman
et al. 2006) and RSA (Kriegeskorte and Kievit 2013). For each ROI
and participant, we correlated the voxel response patterns for
each object pair using independent data sets (see Materials and
Methods) and resulting neural similarity matrices, one for
each task context, were converted into a dissimilarity matrix
(1 minus correlation). Then, we compared these matrices with
the models (action and category) derived from behavioral judg-
ments by means of RSA (see Materials and Methods). For each
ROI, correlations between neural data and the 2 behavioral
models were tested in a 2 × 2 ANOVA with fMRI Task (category-
task, action-task) and Model (category, action) as within-
subject factors.

Object Representations Change Dynamically Based
on Task in Parietal and Frontal Areas

The object representations in parietal ROIs changed radically
depending on the task performed (Fig. 2A). In all parietal
ROIs, a highly significant Task × Model interaction (F > 14.56,
P < 0.002, for all ROIs) revealed a striking double dissociation in
representational content depending on task. That is, during the
action task, object-related neural patterns were significantly
correlated (P < 0.001, for all ROIs) with the object hand-action/
hand-manipulation similarity structure as measured behavior-
ally (e.g., similar multivariate patterns for objects that are
manipulated in a similar manner), with no evidence for object
category information (P > 0.05 for all ROIs; apart from IPL
where the category model significantly differed from baseline
P = 0.007). Conversely, when participants were engaged with
the category task, the object fine-grained representational
structure revealed significant similarities (P < 0.007 for all ROIs)
with behaviorally perceived categorical divisions (e.g., similar
multivariate patterns for objects within the same semantic cat-
egory) with no evidence for object-hand action manipulation
information (P > 0.10, for all ROIs).

Similar results were observed in prefrontal areas (Fig. 2B). In
both prefrontal ROIs there was a significant Task × Model inter-
action (F > 12.88, P < 0.003, for both ROIs). During the action
task, the neural activity patterns were significantly correlated
with the action model (P < 0.003, for both ROIs), whereas corre-
lations with the category model did not differ from baseline
(P > 0.10; for both ROIs). The opposite pattern of results was
observed for the category task. The category model could
significantly explain activity patterns during the category task
(P < 0.01; for both ROIs) but the action model did not (P > 0.29;
for both ROIs).

Taken together, these results provide support for the second
hypothesis suggesting that parietal areas, together with pre-
frontal areas, are part of a network recruited to represent any
behaviorally relevant object property, including highly abstract
object category information. Thus, in frontoparietal areas, rep-
resentational content changes dynamically on a moment-
to-moment based depending on task context and represents
task-relevant information (either object action or object cat-
egory), with no trace of task-irrelevant information. These results
are most striking for object hand-action information as this
high-level property of objects is closely linked to the traditional
view of the dorsal visual stream as a “perception for action” sys-
tem. Thus, if any object property was to be represented in

parietal cortex, even if not relevant for the current task, then it
would be an object property such as hand action. Instead, the
current results show that object action-related representations
get lost when another property is task relevant, even if this other
property is typically not associated with dorsal stream process-
ing. These results support the view that, together with prefrontal
areas, parietal areas are part of a multi-demand network
(Duncan 2010) to represent whatever object property is relevant
in a given behaviorally relevant situation.

To rule out the possibility that these results could be
observed in any area, we tested the primary hand motor area
(M1-hand) as control ROI (Fig. 2D). As expected, different
results were observed in the primary motor area where we
only observed a trend for a main effect of Model that did not
reach significance (t = 2.91, P = 0.11). Irrespective of task, M1-
hand represented some action-related information (action
task: P = 0.02; semantic task: P = 0.07), but there was little evi-
dence for category information (P > 0.19, for both tasks). This
task-independent representation of object action information
makes it all the more striking that no object action informa-
tion was retained in parietal areas when not relevant for the
task.

Task-Relevant and Task-Irrelevant Representations
in Occipitotemporal Areas

Different from frontoparietal representations, ventral ROIs
showed representations of the task-irrelevant abstract object
property (Fig. 2C). In high-level visual cortex, a significant Task
X Model interaction was observed in VOTC-obj (F(1, 15) > 10.58,
P = 0.005). Thus, to a certain extent also occipitotemporal areas
show some task-related effects (see also Harel et al. 2014).
However, differently from frontoparietal areas, a significant
above baseline correlations between neural data and both mod-
els (P < 0.03, for all ROIs; a part from in VOTC-object where the
action model did not differ from baseline (P = 0.15) in the cat-
egory task) were observed irrespective of task. We can conclude
that, in ventral areas, both object action and category informa-
tion was present, at least to some degree, irrespective of task
relevance.

The task-relevant object representations showed very similar
correlations in occipitotemporal areas compared with frontopar-
ietal areas (e.g., compare the light blue bars in the top row of
Fig. 2). However, frontoparietal areas and occipitotemporal areas
had a very different noise ceiling (the reliability estimates shown
in the gray bars in Fig. 2) (Op de Beeck et al. 2008; Nili et al. 2014).
Thus, task-relevant information was able to capture most of
the signal variance in parietal and prefrontal areas, with
empirical correlations close to the noise ceiling. Conversely,
in occipitotemporal areas, correlations with either model
were far below the noise ceiling. The discrepancy between
empirical correlations and noise ceiling in occipitotemporal
areas suggest that additional variables contribute to signal
variance. Presumably, one of such a variable is object visual
information. Additional tests of visual models (physical shape
and perceived shape) confirmed that significant additional
variance could be explained by object visual information in
occipitotemporal areas (Figs 5 and 6).

To further investigate the differential task-related effects
observed in dorsal and ventral areas, we directly compared
correlations in dorsal (frontoparietal) and ventral (occipitotem-
poral) regions after averaging correlation values across
dorsal ROIs (IPS-hand, IPL, SPL, DPFC, IFG) and across ventral
ROIs (LOTC-object, VOTC-object, LOTC-hand/tool). Resulting
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correlations were tested in a 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVA with Task
(category-task, action-task), ROI (dorsal, ventral), and Model
(category, action) as within-subject factors. A significant Task ×
ROI × Model interaction confirmed results showing differential
task-related effects for dorsal and ventral object representa-
tional content (F = 11.01, P = 0.01). Post hoc t-test confirmed
that whereas in ventral occipitotemporal areas both task-
relevant and task-irrelevant information was significantly high-
er than baseline (P < 0.05, for all tests), in dorsal frontoparietal
areas only task-relevant information was significantly repre-
sented (P < 0.02 for both tasks) and task-irrelevant information
did not differ from baseline (P > 0.09 for both tasks). Together,
these results confirm previous analyses showing stronger task-
related effects in frontoparietal relative to occipitotemporal
areas.

To compare task-related changes in representational con-
tent across ROIs we performed second order correlations across
ROI’s correlation matrices averaged across subjects and visua-
lized results by means of MDS (Fig. 3). Visual inspection of the

MDS arrangement revealed similar within- and between-task
distances across OTC areas, thus confirming that task has little
influence on overall object representational content in occipito-
temporal areas. Instead, increasing distance between the
action-related (left side) and category-related (right side) repre-
sentational space emerges throughout parietal and frontal
areas, with an even stronger separation between tasks for
frontal than for parietal areas. These results suggest that,
although parietal and frontal areas belong to the same task-
network, there are differences in the overall object representa-
tional content (and potentially computational role) of these
areas.

Comparing Object Representational Space within
and Across Tasks

The object representational space in frontoparietal areas
shifts strongly according to behavior relevance. Conversely, in
occipitotemporal areas, object representational space seems to
reflect individual objects irrespective of context. To further
investigate task-related changes in regional representational
content, we investigated how much the representational
spaces change in a different task context by comparing indi-
vidual object representations within-task versus between-
tasks. That is, for each ROI and participant, we correlated the
voxel response patterns for each object pair using independent
data sets within-task (i.e., taking both data sets from one task)
and between-tasks (i.e., taking one data set from the action
task and one data set from the category task). For each ROI, we
then computed within-condition correlations (diagonal cells)
minus between-condition correlations (off-diagonal cells) for
both within- and between-task matrices. Resulting correla-
tions were tested using ANOVAs and independent t-tests
(Fig. 4). Similar correlations across within- and between-task
suggest that the multivariate pattern for individual objects is
not influenced by context. Conversely, higher within-task cor-
relations relative to between-task correlations suggest that
representational space for individual objects changes dynam-
ically depending on context.

In frotoparietal areas, a 2 × 5 ANOVA with Task Switch
(within-task, between-task) and ROI (IPS, IPL, SPL, DPFC, IFG) as
within-subject factors revealed a significant main effect of Task
Switch (F(1, 12) = 18.77, P < 0.001; Fig. 4A). Further pairwise t-tests
confirmed that in all dorsal ROIs within-task correlations were

Figure 3. Task-related representational structure across ROIs. MDS, performed
on second order correlations across ROI’s correlation matrices averaged across
subjects, shows ROIs pairwise distances in a 2D space. Differential task-related
representational structure (action on the left side and category on the right
side) emerges gradually from occipitotemporal areas to frontoparietal areas. For
visualization purposes circles of different shades of gray highlight occipitotem-
poral (light gray), parietal (gray) and frontal (dark gray) areas.

Figure 4. Object representational space within and across tasks. Within-task correlations and between-task correlations are shown for (A) frontoparietal and (B)
occipitotemporal ROIs. Error bars indicate SEM. IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; SPL, superior parietal lobe; DPFC, dorsal prefrontal cortex; IFG, infer-
ior frontal gyrus; LOTC, lateral occipitotemporal cortex; VOTC, ventral occipitotemporal cortex. Asterisks highlight significance level (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05)
for within-task versus between-task comparisons. The absence of asterisks implies that correlations do not differ across tasks.
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significantly higher than between-task correlations (P < 0.005,
for all ROIs but IFG, P = 0.09). Interestingly, the between-task
correlations were still higher than zero in all ROIs (P < 0.05, for
all tests) but IFG (P = 0.09). Given that our earlier analyses
(Fig. 2A,B) indicate that task-irrelevant object properties are not
represented in these ROIs, these positive correlations might be
related to object properties relevant in both task contexts.
Finally, unsurprisingly, results revealed a significant main
effect of ROI (F(4, 48) = 20.81, P < 0.001) reflecting regional differ-
ences in the overall information conveyed about images.

In ventral areas, a 2 × 3 ANOVA with Task Switch (within-
task, between-task) and ROI (LOTC-object, VOTC-object, LOTC-
hand) as within-subject factors revealed neither a significant
main effect of Task Switch (F(2, 22) = 3.46, P = 0.09), nor a signifi-
cant Task Switch × ROI interaction (F < 2; Fig. 4B). These find-
ings confirm little or no influence of task in the fine-grained
object representational content encoded in ventral stream
regions. Similarly to dorsal ROIs, a significant main effect of
ROI (F(2, 22) = 12.66, P < 0.001) reflected regional differences in
the overall information conveyed about images.

Although, this analysis does not inform on what aspects of
object representations change across tasks, overall, these find-
ings confirm the flexible role of frontoparietal representations in
supporting task-relevant computations. Conversely, to sustain
object recognition, occipitotemporal representations represent
object visual and semantic properties mainly regardless of differ-
ential behavioral contexts.

Object Shape Properties in Frontoparietal
and Occipitotemporal Areas

Our finding of strong task dependency in frontoparietal ROIs
concerns relatively high-level and abstract object properties.
Some more simple visual properties such as visual field loca-
tion (retinotopic maps) and object size, and viewpoint invari-
ance have been reported throughout the visual system, in both
ventral and dorsal visual areas. These visual properties have a
general relevance, independently of task context. We tested
whether more basic visual dimensions are encoded in parietal,
prefrontal, and occipitotemporal ROIs and to what extent these
representations are also task dependent. In our stimulus set,
the most obvious visual dimension relates to various aspects of
object shape. Following the same procedure as in Bracci and Op
de Beeck (2016), we computed the pixel-wise similarity between
the images (physical shape model), and in addition obtained
perceived shape judgments (perceived shape model) by asking
participants to arrange objects according to object real-world
shape similarities (Kriegeskorte and Mur 2012). Both visual
models are shown in Fig. 5A by means of cluster analysis.
Importantly, the correlations among all predictive models were
small: category – perceived shape: r = −0.03; category – physical
shape: r = 0.01; action – perceived shape: 0.11; action – physical
shape: r = 0.08; perceived shape – physical shape: r = −0.07.

As before, for each ROI, correlations between neural data
and the 2 shape models were tested in a 2 × 2 ANOVA with
fMRI Task (category-task, action-task) and Model (physical
shape, perceived shape) as within-subject factors. We found a
main effect of Task in several frontoparietal ROIs (P < 0.02; IPS-
hand, SPL, and DPFC), but no Task × Model interaction (F < 2,
for all ROIs; Fig. 5B,C). In the action task, the neural similarity
matrices in IPS-hand, IPL and SPL were correlated positively
with the 2 shape models (P < 0.01; for both models). On the con-
trary, in the category-task neither shape model was signifi-
cantly correlated with the neural data (P > 0.05; for both

models, in all ROIs but IPL for the perceived shape model,
P = 0.03). These findings might reflect the partial correlation
found between the action model and the 2 shape models
(r = 0.08 for the physical shape model, and r = 0.11 for the per-
ceived shape model), which was not observed for the category
model (r = −0.03 and 0.01, respectively).

Different results were observed in occipitotemporal ROIs
(Fig. 5D) where the 2 × 2 ANOVA with Task (category-task,
action-task) and Model (physical shape, perceived shape) as
within-subject factors revealed a main effect of Model in all
ROIs (F > 18.96, P < 0.001, for all ROIs) but LOTC-object (F < 1).
Confirming results from previous work (Op de Beeck et al. 2008;
Bracci and Op de Beeck 2016), post hoc t-tests showed that early
visual cortex (EVC: all categories > baseline; restricted to BA17)
and regions in ventral visual cortex were very sensitive to vis-
ual shape properties, with a further progression from low-level
shape to more high-level shape properties (Fig. 5D). Regardless
of task, the representational content in occipitotemporal ROIs
changed from reflecting object low-level physical form in early
visual areas (physical shape model > perceived shape model:
P < 0.001, in EVC) to reflecting its subjective perceived shape in
high-level visual areas (perceived shape model > physical
shape model: P < 0.05, in VOTC-object and LOTC hand/tool).
Together, these results confirm the role of ventral visual ROIs
in representing a wide range of object properties: visual shape
properties not directly related to our manipulation in task con-
text, plus the aforementioned representation of more abstract
category- and action-related object properties.

To rule out the possibility that differential task-related
results, observed for the action and the semantic task (Fig. 2),
could be explained by object shape properties, we tested all 4
models (physical shape, perceived shape, category, action) to
the neural similarity matrix of each ROI using multiple regres-
sion. For each individual participant, we performed a multiple
regression analysis with dissimilarity matrices for the 4 models
as the dependent variable and an ROI’s neural dissimilarity
matrix as the independent variable. For each ROI, differences
between the resulting regression coefficients were tested in a
2 × 4 ANOVA with fMRI Task (category-task, action-task) and
Model (physical shape, perceived shape, semantic, action) as
within-subject factors.

In all frontoparietal ROIs (Fig. 6A,B) we observed a significant
Task × Model interaction (F > 4.99, P < 0.005). Thus, confirming
that object representations in the frontoparietal network
change depending on the task at hand. The multiple regression
analysis revealed that in the category task, only the category
model was significantly positively related to the neural data
(P < 0.01, for all ROIs). Furthermore direct comparisons of the
different models revealed that betas for the category model
were significantly higher than betas for the action model (P <
0.05, for all ROIs). The opposite pattern of results was observed
in the action task where betas were significantly higher for the
action model relative to the category model (P < 0.05, for all
ROIs). However, in addition to the action model, here both
shape models (physical shape and perceived shape) explained
additional variance in parietal areas (P < 0.02, for both models).

In occipitotemporal areas (Fig. 6C), the multiple regression
analysis revealed that both shape models were always posi-
tively related to the neural similarity (P < 0.02, for all tests). In
addition, in LOTC-hand/tool additional variance was explained
by the 2 remaining models in both tasks (P < 0.05, for all tests).
Finally, in EVC and LOTC-object the action model could explain
additional variance relative to object shape properties (P < 0.01,
for both tests).
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Discussion
Object representations have been reported in both visual path-
ways; here we show differences in their purpose and information
content. Whereas occipitotemporal areas encode object properties
irrespective of task, and task has small effects on the overall object
information content, frontoparietal areas represent task-relevant
information only, showing dynamic changes in their information
content, which reflected participants’ behavior. Most surprisingly,

even when it comes to object action, for which many studies have
previously reported activations within the frontoparietal network
(for review see, Lewis 2006), our results show no trace of action-
related representations within dorsal areas unless this object
knowledge is task-relevant. Finally, our analyses revealed both
similarities and differences between prefrontal and parietal repre-
sentations, thus suggesting that both regions represent task-
relevant information but their computationsmight differ.

Figure 5. Object shape properties in parietal, frontal, and occipitotemporal areas. (A) Based on pixel-wise similarity (physical shape model) and behavioral similarity judg-
ments (perceived shape model), the hierarchical cluster analysis (nearest distance) was performed (averaged across participants), and visualized as dendrograms. (B–D)
The ROI RSA results for the physical shape model (orange) and the perceived shape model (yellow) in the category task (top) and the action task (bottom). Findings are
shown for (A) parietal, (B) prefrontal, and (C) occipitotemporal areas. For each ROI, the gray-shaded background bar represents the reliability of the correlational patterns
(see Materials and Methods), which provides an estimate of the highest correlation we can expect in each ROI when correlating behavioral dissimilarity (e.g., physical
shape model) and neural dissimilarity (e.g., activation pattern). Error bars indicate SEM. IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; SPL, superior parietal lobe; DPFC,
dorsal prefrontal cortex; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; EVC, early visual cortex; LOTC, lateral occipitotemporal cortex; VOTC, ventral occipitotemporal cortex. Asterisks indicate
significance level (***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05) for the physical shape model (orange) and the perceived shape model (yellow) relative to baseline. The absence of aster-
isks indicates that correlations do not differ from baseline.
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Our study demonstrates that parietal and prefrontal cortex
can represent complex high-level semantic object properties,
thus providing an important extension for findings reporting
object category representations in frontoparietal cortex (Konen
and Kastner 2008a, 2008b; McKee et al. 2014; Jeong and Xu
2016). For instance in Jeong and Xu (2016), the authors suggest
that, similar to occipitotemporal areas, parietal areas can con-
tain surprisingly invariant representations of highly abstract
objects such as faces or cars. These studies did not rule out
that such invariant representations would be highly or even
entirely task dependent. In fact, such task dependence was
shown earlier using a relatively small number of stimuli
(Freedman et al. 2001; Erez and Duncan 2015) or simple stimu-
lus dimensions (Crittenden and Duncan 2014) while manipulat-
ing task rules or task difficulty (Fedorenko et al. 2013; Woolgar
et al. 2013). Another recent study (Nastase et al. 2016) showed
task modulations in parietal cortex during the observation of
actions, although in that case part of the effects might also be
caused by attention to a relatively simple stimulus dimension,
visual motion, which is almost by definition confounded with
attending or not attending to observed actions.

In the current study, we extend these earlier findings to
more abstract object representations such as category member-
ship and action knowledge and show that frontoparietal repre-
sentations reflect fine-grained object structural similarity as
measured by complex behavior. By demonstrating such

abstract representations in parietal cortex as well as their task
dependence we provide 2 crucial new pieces of evidence that
help to differentiate among different hypotheses about how to
conceptualize the role of parietal cortex. First, parietal cortex
can represent very complex object properties of a wide variety,
including abstract semantic properties. Second, these abstract
representations are highly and almost exclusively task rele-
vant, even when involving an action-related object property
that has been theorized to be linked with parietal cortex
(Buxbaum et al. 2007). Together, these results provide import-
ant evidence for how parietal areas act as a hub of regions to
sustain complex behavior, adapting their content flexibly
moment by moment to meet changes in task requirements
(Duncan 2001, 2010).

Earlier lesion and functional neuroimaging studies suggested
the involvement of frontoparietal areas in sustaining tool-use
and hand-object manipulation skills (Chao and Martin 2000;
Buxbaum et al. 2007). In particularly, lesions involving frontopar-
ietal areas do frequently lead to limb apraxia (Buxbaum et al.
2007; Ietswaart and Evans 2014) an acquired neuropsychological
disorder that affects the ability to plan and execute manual
actions (Liepmann 1900). Yet, the specific role of these regions in
action recognition and execution remained unclear. Recent
lesions studies converge suggesting that (tool) action representa-
tions might be stored in temporal areas (Kalenine et al. 2010;
Buxbaum et al. 2014) and retrieved by frontoparietal areas when

Figure 6. RSA in parietal, prefrontal, and occipitotemporal areas for all models. (A) For parietal, (B) prefrontal, and (C) occipitotemporal ROIs, bar graphs show param-
eter estimates of regression analyses relating model-based dissimilarity matrices (physical shape, perceived shape, category, action) to neural dissimilarity matrices
for the category task (top) and the action task (bottom). Error bars indicate SEM. IPS, intraparietal sulcus; IPL, inferior parietal lobe; SPL, superior parietal lobe; DPFC,
dorsal prefrontal cortex; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; EVC, early visual cortex; LOTC, lateral occipitotemporal cortex; VOTC, ventral occipitotemporal cortex.
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needed. In a recent voxel-based lesion study (Buxbaum et al.
2014), which included an extremely large number (>70) of stroke
patients, the authors revealed that differently from what earlier
theories assumed, impaired access to tool-use knowledge was
critically associated with lesions in the posterior middle tem-
poral area rather than parietal areas. These results are also in
agreement with earlier evidence showing that focal lesions
within the left posterior middle temporal gyrus drastically
impaired semantic knowledge of actions such as judging
hand action properties (e.g., tiredness) or matching photo-
graphs depicting actions with corresponding verbs (Tranel
et al. 2003; Kemmerer et al. 2012). To summarize, our results
targeting object action semantics in task-relevant and task-
irrelevant contexts, provide complementary evidence to these
recent lesions studies pointing to the role of frontoparietal
areas in action retrieval and planning, rather than being dir-
ectly involved in the storage of hand action representations
(but see also Klaes et al. 2015).

Differently from dorsal stream areas, task had more minor
effects on ventral stream representations. Across all ventral
stream ROIs, the overall representational space did not change
across tasks (Fig. 4B). These results might in part reflect the
dominant effect of object visual properties represented in ven-
tral areas (Fig. 5D). This observation is in line with recent stud-
ies (Kuhl et al. 2013; McKee et al. 2014) reporting significantly
stronger task-dependent modulations in prefrontal areas rela-
tive to ventral occipital areas, although weak effects of task
were also observed in the ventral pathway. Some minor task
effects (maybe related to feedback activity; Harel et al. 2014)
might be missed in ventral stream areas in our study (there
was a small not significant trend in this direction; Fig. 4B).
Nevertheless, together results confirm a marked difference in
terms of task-related effects between dorsal and ventral areas:
the former being primarily modulated by task relevance, the
latter being primarily involved in perceptual object processing.

To sum, by manipulating task context while dissociating 2
theoretically highly relevant object properties, object category
and object-related actions, we could test 2 hypotheses concern-
ing the representational content of high-level object properties
in parietal cortex. Results showed that frontoparietal areas
represent task-relevant information almost exclusively, thus
altering information content as consequence of environmental
needs. On the other hand, object representations in occipito-
temporal areas are less influenced by task context. Differential
ventral and dorsal representations are likely necessary to sus-
tain different brain processing: whereas occipitotemporal areas
play a vital role in object recognition with minor influence of
behavioral relevance, frontoparietal areas flexibly adapt their
representational content to achieve goal directed behavior in a
continuous changing environment. These frontoparietal repre-
sentations are content-rich, but lack across-task stability.
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